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Radio Signal Finding (Tab Electronics)McGraw-Hill, 2000
This is a book about receiving radio signals; specifically, how to set up receiving systems that work as well as possible under difficult conditions. I assume you are someone whose task is to install or operate a receiver and aerial system so as to obtain maximum performance in a fringe area. To make best use of this manual you will need to have...
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Beautiful Visualization: Looking at Data through the Eyes of ExpertsO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Visualization is the graphic presentation of data -- portrayals meant to reveal complex information at a glance. Think of the familiar map of the New York City subway system, or a diagram of the human brain. Successful visualizations are beautiful not only for their aesthetic design, but also for elegant layers of detail that...
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Lean Architecture: for Agile Software DevelopmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Harry Grinnell, who was co-author James Coplien’s grandfather, was a
	life-long postal worker, but many of his life’s accomplishments can be
	found in his avocations. His father was an alcoholic and his mother a
	long-suffering religious woman. Grandpa Harry dropped out of school
	after eighth year to take a job in a coal yard...
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Diagrammatics: Lectures on Selected Problems in Condensed Matter TheoryWorld Scientific Publishing, 2006

	The introduction of quantum field theory methods has led to a kind of “revolution” in condensed matter theory. This resulted in the increased importance of Feynman diagrams or diagram technique. It has now become imperative for professionals in condensed matter theory to have a thorough knowledge of this method. There are many...
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Data Visualization For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	A straightforward, full-color guide to showcasing data soyour audience can see what you mean, not just read about it


	Big data is big news! Every company, industry, not-for-profit,and government agency wants and needs to analyze and leveragedatasets that can quickly become ponderously large. Datavisualization software enables...
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Workbench guide to semiconductor circuits and projectsPrentice Hall, 1982
In the chapters that follow, you'll find illustrated plans for a wide assortment of semiconductor circuits and projects that will pay for themselves many times over through useful service. If you're like most of my colleagues in the field, you'll discover just the kind of clear instructions and practical circuits you're after. Each circuit...
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Spectral Logic and Its Applications for the Design of Digital DevicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Spectral techniques facilitate the design and testing of today's increasingly complex digital devices

	

	There is heightened interest in spectral techniques for the design of digital devices dictated by ever increasing demands on technology that often cannot be met by classical approaches. Spectral methods provide a uniform...
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PowerPoint 2007 Just the Steps For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007
When you’re trying to harness the power of PowerPoint, you don’t want to wade through lots of background and definitions; you want to make things happen! Power Point Just the Steps for Dummies puts your hands and eyes to work immediately so you can finish any PowerPoint project in a flash.Ð’  Just choose your task,...
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Microsoft Visio 2013 Business Process Diagramming and ValidationPackt Publishing, 2013

	Using Microsoft Visio to visualize business information is a huge aid to comprehension and clarity. Learn how with this practical guide to process diagramming and validation, written as a practical tutorial with sample code and demos.


	Overview

	
		Optimize your business information visualization by mastering...
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Schaum's Outline of Feedback and Control SystemsMcGraw-Hill, 1990
An outline-guide to feedback and control systems covering such areas as differential equations, stability, block diagram algebra and transfer functions of systems.    

       Master feedback and control systems with Schaum'sthe high-performance study guide. It will help you cut study time, hone problem-solving skills, and...
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Powerboater's Guide to Electrical Systems, Second EditionInternational Marine, 2007
Understand, troubleshoot, repair, and upgrade your boat’s electrical systems
  

Frustrated by the high cost of basic electrical work but nervous about tackling such projects yourself? Get sound advice and guidance from author Ed Sherman, who wrote and teaches the American Boat & Yacht Council’s...
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LabVIEW: Advanced Programming TechniquesCRC Press, 2000

	The graphical nature of LabVIEW makes it ideal for test and measurement applications and its use brings significant improvements in productivity over conventional programming languages. However, comprehensive treatments of the more advanced topics have been scattered and difficult to find-until now.
	
	LabVIEW Advanced Programming...
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